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Sub(t)rainS O’ Strata’sfearS .................................................................................................... Eric Mandat 

Andrew Hudson (University of North Carolina–Greensboro), clarinet 
 

Mentor: Christa Frye (Bethel University) 

 

A longtime Professor and Distinguished Scholar at Southern Illinois University Carbondale, composer 

Eric P. Mandat (who just turned 60) has inspired a generation of clarinetists to pursue contemporary 

performance with a musical eye. Here was a composer utilizing extended techniques - microtones, 

multiphonics, circular breathing, multiple articulation - in a way so musical and compelling that 

audiences began to fall in love with contemporary music all over again. To date, Mandat has written 

dozens of works for the clarinet which have been performed all over the world. This work “Sub(t)rainS 

O’ Strata’sfearS” is his masterpiece. Written in 1996 for clarinet virtuoso Robert Spring, the work was 

constructed to optimize Spring’s prodigious technical facility. Legend has it that Mandat finished 

composing the work 5 weeks before its premiere, and Spring then spent 8 hours a day, every day, on its 

preparation. The work exists in two halves that explore the different sonic worlds of the instrument. The 

first portion utilizes microtonal fingerings to model the shakuhachi before expanding with similarly-

timbred motifs of distant train signals and erupting into an extended groove section. The second half of 

the work is constructed of additive layers that are constantly folding in on themselves as the themes 

from the earlier part of the work interrupt the flow and are either cast out of or sucked back into the 

machine. Mandat’s coy personality is written into the work throughout, and it’s nearly impossible not to 

bob one’s head along as the piece unfolds.  

 

 

Harmonic Diversity: Flute Quartets Inspired by World Cultures:  

Chipola .......................................................................................................................... Carmen Marulanda 

Raga Cha ............................................................................................................................... Derek Charke 

Quartetto Dolce (Texas A&M University–Kingsville), flutes: 

Caitlin Falcon, Stephanie Izaguirre, Carolyn Larson, & Ashley Trevino 
 

Mentor: Nicole L. Molumby (Boise State University) 

 

The ensemble Quartetto Dolce seeks to highlight the kaleidoscopic color of the flute quartet, despite the 

homogenous nature of a chamber ensemble featuring just four like instruments. Colombian flutist-

composer Carmen Marulanda’s work “Chipola” uses Latin American rhythms that fuse Amerindian, 

Hispanic and African traditions and pairs this with the colors of the extended flute family, including alto 

and bass flutes. In contrast, Canadian composer Derek Charke’s “Raga Cha” draws its inspiration from 

the colors and rhythms of East-Indian ragas. Charke chooses to emulate this sound world by exploring 

extended techniques throughout the four flute parts, including singing while playing, overtones and 

percussive articulations. The flutists of Quartetto Dolce, all undergraduate students from South Texas 

with their own diverse cultural backgrounds, bring a unique perspective to these works, bridging the 

cultural, harmonic and rhythmic aspects of the music in an inclusive and innovative showcase of the 

flute quartet genre. 

 


